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Notes:
1. All works to be in accordance with Bega Valley Shire Council specification.
2. Use trip stop detail when path is in drip line of trees.
LEGEND

Boundary
Electricity line
Power pole
Telstra pit
Water hydrant
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Sewer pit
Fence
Water meter
Telephone cable marker

Make smooth transition between path and existing bitumen

Tree to be removed

To Reservoir and Fire Shed

Holding rail

Tathra Fire Station sign

Ensure 1m minimum lateral clearance from path edge to any obstacle, and 2.5m above bike path (min. vertical clearance)
Ensure 1m minimum lateral clearance from path edge to any obstacle, and 2.5m above bike path (min. vertical clearance).

KR Kerb ramp to RMS R300-11

Adjust height of all service pits to suit new profile.
Remove shrubs and non-native trees within AFL grounds only as necessary.

Ensure 1m minimum lateral clearance from path edge to any obstacle, and 2.5m above bike path (min. vertical clearance)

Relocate all signs which conflict with shared path route to council and RMS requirements

Entrance to Lawrence Park
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Remove picnic table
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Install 1.2m wide holding rails to RMS Standard dwg R0800-37. Install 1.2m wide U rails with target board.
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